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PLC PROGRAMMING EXECUTION TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-PLC-CD08     

   

 

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The system is designed in accordance with the modular concept and standardized industrial components. It consists of 
feeding unit, material detecting unit, material sorting unit, drive unit, signal control unit, etc., and realizes on-site control 
through touch screen; the RH series of the whole set equipment can realize a modern industrial production site and can 
utilize the extended function of equipment to enable the production and inspection of different products. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 840*450*360 
Material: European standard aluminum alloy frame 
Working power: AC220V±10%, 50Hz 
Working environment:  indoor, room temperature 
Fixed method: horizontally installed on the training platform 
Power consumption: 0.5kw 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE 
electrical standards 0100. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES
1. modular structure, industrial standard, typical tasks and rich functions. 
2. Adopt the international first-class brand components in the industrial field to meet the requirements of disassembly and 
assembly training and ensure the quality and life of equipment. 
3. Support the German-standard task-guided training materials and experience the new class of vocational education. 
4. The expansion is convenient and can be used with a variety of PLC programming training equipment and PLC 
programming execution system. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses of variety colleges 
and schools such as “Mechatronics technology”, “PLC programming technology application”, “Electrical control and PLC 
technology application”, “Industrial network control” etc. 
Application fields: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing 
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GERMAN VDE STANDARD HYDRAULIC TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-HT-01            

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The hydraulic training system is an 
important part of the comprehensive 
training equipment for mechatronics. This 
training system is designed and 
developed based on the AHK 
mechatronics training requirements and 
the BIBB standards and PAL exam 
requirements. It satisfies the training 
requirements for the 13 learning fields of 
the AHK mechatronics. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
This training system can not only carry out 
training courses for hydraulic technology 
separately, but also can be combined with 
PLC or relays, and be designed in 
accordance with German VDE-0100 
electrical standard to realize various 
technologies required in the field of 
automation technology (hydraulic control 
technology, electrical control technology, 
sensor technology, control and regulation 
technology, PLC control technology, 
PROFINET technology, Ethernet bus 
technology, etc.) This system adopts 
industrial devices of the international 
first-class industrial brand with the 
German VDE standard, as well as 
industrial devices of international 
first-class hydraulic component brand. 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 900*700*1950 
Material: high quality cold rolled steel plate; spraying: electrostatic powder spray; thickness: 1.5cm; European standard 
aluminum alloy frame. 
Working power supply: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixing method: quick clamping device 
Connection method: supporting quick hose 
Power consumption: 3KW 
Working medium: anti-wear hydraulic oil 46#/32# 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE 
electrical 0100 standards. Independent built-in hydraulic safety protection system. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This hydraulic training system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses 
of variety colleges and schools such as “Hydraulic application technology” and “Electrical control and hydraulic technology 
application” etc. 
Application fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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FOUR STATION ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION TRAINING PLATFORM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-ET-01     

 
 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This training system is designed and developed based on the AHK 
mechatronics training requirements, BIBB standards, and PAL exam 
requirements. The design and installation of this equipment comply 
with German VDE standards and DIN international standards. Under 
the premise of satisfying safety, break through the traditional teaching 
methods, simulate maximum the enterprise site, so that students 
clearly understand the purpose of learning. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 

1. Safety, from the design of training equipment to the selection of 
components, put safety first. 

2. It takes up less space and has a larger workspace (many 
projects are no longer bound by space) 

3. Pay attention to teamwork among students and increase their 
teamwork ability. (Many jobs need to be completed by multiple people). 

4, In the work is conducive to reflect 6S management. 
5. Develop Trainees' economic awareness. 
6, The equipment is four-in-one and can complete the installation 

and debugging of large modular projects. 
7. The modular combination of the system makes it more flexible 

and more in line with the needs of actual teaching training. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 800*800*1950. 
Working power: three-phase 380VAC 3P+N+PE 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixed method:  movable lifting device, fixed horizontally 
Power consumption: According to the actual load, the maximum load 
can reach 60KW 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit 
protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE electrical 
0100 standards. 

 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses of variety colleges 
and schools such as "Electrical and electronic technology", "Motor drag", "Electrical control and PLC technology 
application", and " Inverter control ". 
Application fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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G120 VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-FC-02 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The training system is an important part of the mechatronics training systems in vocational education. It is mainly used in 
colleges and universities, higher vocational colleges, undergraduate colleges. It has rich potential resources and a wide 
range of promotion. This system can carry out corresponding practical technical training for majors such as mechanical, 
mold, mechatronics and electrical integration, electrical automation etc. At the same time it takes the training for fitters of 
other majors into account. It belongs to basic equipment and is an essential product for every electromechanical major. 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
The SINAMICS G120 inverter is powerful in function, simple to operate, and is highly scalable, allowing you to practice a 
variety of parameter settings. G120 inverter is a modular inverter with various function units. Basically, it includes a control 
unit (CU) and a power supply module (PM). Through the operation panel, you can practice the drive parameters settings, 
rapid debugging and other training content of the inverter. Through this training system, it is possible to realize the 
debugging practice of frequency conversion basic functions such as panel speed regulation, speed regulation of multi 
segment speed function, PID function speed regulation of the inverter, as well as the debugging practice of vector control 
and positioning functions. When using the G120 inverter, it is also possible to set up and commission the project using the 
dedicated SINAMICS Start drive, STARTER and other commissioning software. 
G120 frequency converter has powerful communication function. With Siemens programmable training equipment, you 
can practice training contents such as automatic control technology, communication between PLC equipment and inverter 
(communication can be carried out through PRIFINET, PROFIBUS or PROFIdrive), etc. to facilitate user monitoring the 
inverter's operating status and modifying the parameters. 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 420 × 600 × 400mm. 
Material: aluminum alloy mounting bracket; spraying: electrostatic powder spray. 
Working power supply: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment:  indoor, normal temperature 
Fixed method: installed on the training platform 
Power consumption: 0.6KW 
Safety protection measures: ground protection, short circuit protection and safety compliance with relevant German 
VDE electrical 0100 standards. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This training system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses of variety 
colleges and schools such as “Mechatronics technology”, “Frequency converter technology”, “Frequency converter 
application technology”, “Frequency converter technology and application”, “PLC programming technology application”, 
“Industry network control” etc. 
Application fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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GERMAN VDE STANDARD PNEUMATIC TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-PD-01 

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This pneumatic training system is the important part of the 
mechatronics comprehensive training equipment. This training 
system is designed and developed based on the AHK 
mechatronics training requirements, BIBB standards, and PAL 
exam requirements. It satisfies the training requirements for 
the 13 learning fields of the AHK mechatronics.   
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
Pneumatic is the abbreviation of "pneumatic technology" or 
"pneumatic transmission and control". Pneumatic technology 
is an engineering technology that uses air compressor as the 
power source and compressed air as the working medium to 
carry out energy or signal transfer. It is one of the important 
means to realize various production control and automatic 
control. 
This training system can not only carry out training courses for 
hydraulic technology separately, but also can be combined 
with PLC or relays, and be designed in accordance with 
German VDE-0100 electrical standard to realize various 
technologies required in the field of automation technology 
(hydraulic control technology, electrical control technology, 
sensor technology, control and regulation technology, PLC 
control technology, PROFINET technology, Ethernet bus 
technology, etc.) This system adopts industrial devices of the 
international first-class industrial brand with the German VDE 
standard, as well as industrial devices of international 
first-class hydraulic component brand. 
In the field of pneumatics, training is carried out in various aspects such as design of production processes, process 
control, and combination with electrical systems. First, master the individual technology through a single teaching module, 
and then with the deepening of learning, add other modules step by step to achieve further the purpose of the various 
technologies required by pneumatic application technology. 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 900*700*1800 
Material: high quality cold rolled steel plate; spraying: electrostatic powder spray; thickness: 1.5cm; European standard 
aluminum alloy frame. 
Working power: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixing method: quick card mounting device 
Power consumption: 3KW 
Safety protection measures: ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant Germany VDE 
electrical 0100 standards 

 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This pneumatic training system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses 
of variety colleges and schools such as “Pneumatic application technology”, “Electrical control and pneumatic technology 
application” etc.  
Application fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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GERMAN VDE STANDARDIZED TRAINING SYSTEM OF PRIMARY PNEUMATIC 
TECHNOLOGY 
ORDER NUMBER：RK-PD-02  

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The Training System of Primary Pneumatic Technology is 
designed based on technician’s development requirements of 
AHK Mechatronics, BIBB standard and PAL examination 
requirements. The system enables trainers to carry out 
pneumatic technology related trainings of 13 studying areas of 
AHK Mechatronics engineering. The system meet the standards 
of German VDE-0100 and DIN, all pneumatical components 
adapt modular clamping structure which would supports students 
in training of repeated disassemble & assemble and parts 
connection tasks. All the electrical components of system come 
from world famous industrial brands under German VDE 
standardized. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
This training system can not only carry out training courses for 
hydraulic technology separately, but also can be combined with 
PLC or relays, and be designed in accordance with German 
VDE-0100 electrical standard to realize various technologies 
required in the field of automation technology (hydraulic control 
technology, electrical control technology, sensor technology, 
control and regulation technology, PLC control technology, 
PROFINET technology, Ethernet bus technology, etc.) This 
system adopts industrial devices of the international first-class 
industrial brand with the German VDE standard, as well as 
industrial devices of international first-class hydraulic component 
brand. 
In the field of pneumatics, training is carried out in various aspects such as design of production processes, process 
control, and combination with electrical systems. First, master the individual technology through a single teaching module, 
and then with the deepening of learning, add other modules step by step to achieve further the purpose of the various 
technologies required by pneumatic application technology. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Working power supply:  3-phase 5-wire system. AC220V±10%，50Hz 
Dimensions: 900*570*1680MM 
Safety protection measures: Grounding protection, Short-circuit protection, protection for electrical leakage and 
overload and over-current, and protection for error operations. The safety of system med German VDE standards. 
Air pressure range:0~1.0 Mpa 

 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS
Applicable Courses: The system would satisfy training requirements of ‘Pneumatical Application Technologies’ courses 
in colleges. 
Application: Mechatronics, Mechanical Design & Manufacture and Automation, Mechanical Design and other related 
majors.  
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PLC PROGRAMMING TRAINING DEVICE 
 
ORDER NUMBER: RK-PLC-01(S7-200SMART) 

RK-PLC-02(S7-1200) 
RK-PLC-03(S7-300) 
RK-PLC-05(S7-1500)                 

           
 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This PLC programming training system is the important 
part of the mechatronics comprehensive training 
equipment. This training system is designed and 
developed based on the AHK mechatronics training 
requirements, BIBB standards, and PAL exam 
requirements. It satisfies the training requirements for the 
13 learning fields of the AHK mechatronics.   
 
It can be modified and expanded according to different 
tasks at any time. The equipment is designed according 
to the modular concept and adopts standardized 
industrial components. It can be applied to many 
industrial production process controls; the entire set of 
equipment can truly reflect a modern industrial 
production site, and you can use the extended 
capabilities of the device to achieve the production and 
inspection of different products. 

 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Rich configuration, perfect function, can complete PLC program instruction training, touch screen configuration training, 
PLC wiring training, etc.  
2. Strong scalability, rich interface, can be used with various PLC programming execution training system. 
3. Portable structure, easy to handle and install.  
4. Complete supporting, has typical work task training instructions. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 455×370×180mm 
Material:  high quality cold rolled steel plate; spraying: electrostatic powder spray; thickness: 1.0cm. 
Working power: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixed method: horizontally placed on the training platform 
Power consumption: 0.5KW 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE 
electrical 0100 standards. 

 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: This system can satisfy practical training and design implementation for courses of variety colleges 
and schools such as “Mechatronics technology”, “PLC programming technology application”, “Electrical control and PLC 
technology application”, “Industrial network control” etc.  
Application fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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HEXAGONAL BENCH  

ORDER NUMBER：RK-BT-01 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The training system is an important part of the mechatronics training systems in vocational education. It is mainly used in 
colleges and universities, higher vocational colleges, undergraduate colleges. It has rich potential resources and a wide 
range of promotion. This system can carry out corresponding practical technical training for majors such as mechanical, 
mold, mechatronics and electrical integration, electrical automation etc. At the same time, it takes the training for fitters of 
other majors into account. It belongs to basic equipment and is an essential product for every electromechanical major. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
Core Technology: 
Integrate national technical standards with German technical standards  
Innovation: 
1. The use of a hexagonal structure facilitates communication between trainees and between trainees and teachers. It 
becomes a 360-degree teacher education program, making it easier for teachers to grasp the dynamics of each student. 
2. According to the working structure of the human body supporting the vise lifting mechanism, it can be adjusted 
according to the height of different users to achieve a comfortable working height and reduce fatigue. 
3. Each side is equipped with a national standard socket and an European standard socket, which can meet the 
requirements of national standard and the German standard; 
4, purchase 2X2 partition technology inside the drawer, effectively use the internal space. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
AC power supply: single phase national standard three-wire system 220V 50HZ 
Temperature:  -10 ° C to 40 ° C, ambient humidity ≤ 80%, dark light environment. 
Dimensions: length × width × height 2400 × 2080 × 1200 
Machine power consumption: ≤ 3KVA 

Safety measures:  It has the functions of grounding protection, overload and leakage protection, and other safety 
protections comply with the relevant national standards. 

 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: “Six station training platform for fitters”, “The six-station tool holder of the machine tool”, “The 
six-station rotary table of the machine tool”, “Six station internal winding control system of the motor”. 
Application Fields: mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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STANDARD TRAINING SYSTEM BASED ON INDUSTRY 4.0 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-SMART-01 

 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
Industrial 4.0 training equipment is a model of an "intelligent" factory, through which the latest technology from the concept 
of industry 4.0 can be presented. In particular, the deep integration from the production level to the operational 
management level is also clear at glance. For example, high flexibility and automated small batch manufacturing. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
The equipment is divided into five stations: raw material supply station, robot assembly station, component assembly 
station, quality inspection station, and three-dimensional storage station. Each station has its own control system, and 
industrial Ethernet is used for communication and interconnection between the stations. The main control elements adopt 
industrial Ethernet for data transmission and communication control. During the production process, radio frequency 
identification technology is used to perform real-time tracking, data recording, and adjustment of the process for 
order-based production; industrial robots are used for assembly which is order-form and intelligent and automatic and 
based on product data; Use visual identification technology to control product quality; Use servo positioning technology to 
control products for three-dimensional storage. 
This set of equipment contains the main functions needed in a full set of manufacturing processes as well as logistics. 
Work units can continue to be added as needed. Use SCL, FBD, STL, LAD and other programming languages to write 
control and communication programs. Use radio frequency identification technology (RFID) to transform the workpieces in 
transit into the final product. These programming automation functions also combine production data with ERP, MES, 
such as SAP ME. In addition, this training system "intelligent factory" is suitable for learning related knowledge of 
mechatronics, such as transmission technology, pneumatic control technology, robotics technology, sensor technology, 
frequency conversion control technology, HMI technology, servo control technology, communication technology, radio 
frequency identification technology, Image recognition technology, PLC control technology, etc. These learning contents 
that have been extended through industry 4.0 can put the educational content of different education institutes into use and 
put into practice in a simple and purposeful manner. 
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 3500mm x 1400mm x1900mm 
Power input: single phase AC 220V, 50Hz 
Power output: single phase AC 220V, 50Hz safe outlet output 
Air source input: air pressure 5-6kgf/cm2 
Overall capacity: <5KVA 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: “Industry 4.0 application technology”,” Transmission technology”, “Pneumatic control technology”, 
“Industrial robot application technology”, “Sensor application technology”, “Frequency conversion control application 
technology”, “HMI application technology”,” Servo control application technology”, “Industrial Ethernet communication 
technology”, “Radio frequency identification application technology”,  “Image identify application technologies”. 
Application area: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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COMPLEX MECHATRONICS TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-CMS-03 

 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The PLC programming training system is an important part of the comprehensive training equipment for mechatronics. 
This training system is designed and developed based on the AHK mechatronics training requirements and the BIBB 
standards and PAL exam requirements. It satisfies the training requirements for training the AHK Mechatronics 13 
learning areas. 
It can be modified and expanded according to different tasks at any time. The equipment is designed according to the 
modular concept and adopts standardized industrial components. It can be applied to many industrial production process 
controls; the entire set of equipment can truly reflect a modern industrial production site, and You can use the extended 
capabilities of the device to achieve the production and inspection of different products. 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Read equipment installation drawings  
2. Installation and debugging tasks of mechanical equipment 
3. Design, installation and commissioning tasks of pneumatic control system 
4. Sensor installation and debugging tasks 
5. Design, installation and debugging tasks of the inverter control system 
6, HMI technology function application 
7. Design, installation and commissioning of PLC control system 
8. Data interaction tasks between different control systems 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 2430*962*1400 
Material: frame European standard aluminum alloy 
Working power: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixing method: quick card mounting device 
Power consumption: 2KW 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE 
electrical 0100 standards. 
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APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable courses: "PLC application technology", "Human machine interface configuration technology", "Industrial 
network communication technology", "Sensor application technology", "Production line installation and debugging 
technology", "Equipment repair and maintenance technology", etc. 
Application area: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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ABB INDUSTRIAL ROBOT TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-ABB-01 

 
 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The RH-ABB-01 industrial robot training 
equipment adopts ABB company IRB-120 
robot as the carrier, together with FESTO 
pneumatic components as the actuator, and 
can freely select suckers or positioning cones 
as teaching program demonstration tools. 
Through this training equipment, trainees can 
understand the structure and working 
principle of industrial robots, master the 
programming methods of ABB robots, and 
can plan the robot trajectory, the 
establishment of robot workpiece coordinates, 
tool coordinates, the application of robot 
programming instructions, carry out the 
design of the robot running program, the 
installation of the actuator, the program 
debugging according to the industrial 
requirements; at the same time train the ability 
of trainees to find and eliminate the simple 
faults. 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Open platform, with this equipment can complete all kinds of common robot programming operation training, including 
TCP calibration, trajectory planning, handling, sorting, palletizing programming training. 
2. Scalability is strong. Except the programming and debugging of the robot itself, with the help of itself it can also achieve 
the training of fixture design, installation and debugging. 
3. Completely equipped, equipped with industrial robot programming training materials to ensure class effectiveness. 
4. Reliable quality, use international first-class brand components to ensure the operation effect and quality of equipment. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 1500mm x 900mm x 1850mm  
Power input: single phase AC 220V, 50Hz 
Power output: single phase AC 220V, 50Hz safe outlet output 
Air source input: air pressure 5-6kgf/cm2 
Overall capacity: <3KVA 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable Courses: “Industrial robot operation and programming”, “Industrial robot assembly and debugging”, 
“Industrial robot control principles and systems”, “Industrial robot automation unit design and application development”, 
“Industrial robot control and maintenance”, and other courses related with industrial robot. 
Application:  Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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ABB INDUSTRIAL ROBOT INTEGRATED TRAINING SYSTEM 
ORDER NUMBER：RK-ABB-02 

 
 
 
 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The system is composed with industrial robot and belt 
conveyor, it integrates technologies of mechanical, 
pneumatic, VFD, encoder and PLC control, which allows the 
system to grab, assemble and inspect the aluminum 
materials, POM (black) materials and POM (white) materials. 
For practical training, the single modular robot module 
supports trainer to complete educational demonstration, and 
execute activities of positioning, grab, assemble, trajectory 
planning simulation and fast exchange & assemble of fixture. 
The robotic system is available to extended with other 
modules and realize integrated practical training.   
 
The system is composed with two main parts, all 
components are fixed on desktop in section steel; the 
mechanical structure, electrical control circuit and execution 
units are relatively independent to each other. For training, 
the trainees are allowed to complete various trainings in 
mechanical assemble, electrical circuit design & wiring, PLC 
programming and debugging, industrial robotic programming 
and debugging, etc.  

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Open platform, with this equipment can complete all kinds of common robot programming operation training, including 
TCP calibration, trajectory planning, handling, sorting, palletizing programming training. 
2. Scalability is strong. Except the programming and debugging of the robot itself, with the help of itself it can also achieve 
the training of fixture design, installation and debugging. 
3. Completely equipped, equipped with industrial robot programming training materials to ensure class effectiveness. 
4. Reliable quality, use international first-class brand components to ensure the operation effect and quality of equipment. 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

Working power supply: Single phase 3-wire system~220V±10%，50Hz 
Dimensions: 1620*1300*2020 ㎜ (Length*Width*Height) 
Working Environment: Temperature 5℃～+40℃, Relative Humidity≤85%（25℃）, ASL＜4000m, Decibel＜70dB 
Safety Protection Measures: Protection for electrical leakage, meet safety standards of GB/T 
Placement: Horizontal placement 
Power: 3500W 

 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS
Applicable Courses: ‘Industrial Robotic Operation and Programming’ ‘Industrial Robotic Assembly and Commissioning’, 
‘Industrial Control Principle and Systems’, ‘Industrial Robotic Automotive Unit Design and Application Development’, 
‘Industrial Robotic Control and Repair’ and other robot related subjects. 
Application: Mechatronics, automation, and other intelligent manufacturing related majors in colleges. 
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FMS TEACHING TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-FMS-03 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The training equipment is based on fully integrated automation control technology and high-end teaching and training 
system based on network communication technology. This equipment integrates various technologies required in the field 
of automation technology (electrical control, pneumatic control, sensor, PLC control, PROFINET industrial Ethernet bus 
technology, etc.), carry out trainings in all aspects including the design of the training production process, the product 
inspection at all stages, quality control, the visualization of the production process, the docking of the upper monitoring 
software, etc. First, master the single technology through a single teaching module and station learning, and then with the 
deepening of learning, add other modules step by step to achieve further the purpose of mastering various technologies 
required by automation technology. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
his series of equipment can be used together with the PLC programming execution training system, adopt the 
combination with modular, which makes it more flexible and more in line with the actual teaching and training needs. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 1750 × 720 × 600mm. 
Material: European standard aluminum alloy frame. 
Working power supply: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, normal temperature 
Fixed method: horizontally placed on the training platform 
Power consumption: 0.5KW / station 
Safety protection measures: Ground protection, short circuit protection and safety compliance with relevant German 
VDE electrical 0100 standards. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable Courses: This system can satisfy the training requirements for courses of variety colleges and schools such 
as “Electrical control and PLC technology application”, “Installation and debugging of the automatic production line”, 
“Industrial network communication” etc. 
Application: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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S120 SERVO TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-SC-02 

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
S120 servo training system is an important part of mechatronics comprehensive training equipment. This training system 
is designed and developed based on AHK mechatronics training needs, BIBB standards and PAL exam requirements. It 
satisfies the training requirements for the 13 learning fields of the AHK mechatronics.   
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. modular structure, industrial standard, typical tasks and rich functions. 
2. Adopt the international first-class brand components in the industrial field to meet the requirements of disassembly and 
assembly training and ensure the quality and life of equipment. 
3. Support the German-standard task-guided training materials and experience the new class of vocational education. 
4. The expansion is convenient, and can be used with a variety of PLC programming training equipment  
5. It is convenient to disassemble and transport and meet the diverse needs of teaching and training. 
6. High-end configuration, configure the Siemens S120 high-end servo driver and supporting servo motor, and experience 
the typical, complex and advanced application of servo drive. 

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 420×600×400mm 
Material: aluminum alloy mounting bracket; spraying: electrostatic powder spray. 
Working power: AC220V±10%, 50Hz. 
Working environment: indoor, room temperature 
Fixed method: horizontally placed on the training platform 
Power consumption: 1KW 
Safety protection measures:  Ground protection, short circuit protection, safety compliance with relevant German VDE 
electrical 0100 standards. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable Courses: This system can satisfy the practical training and design implementation for courses of variety 
colleges and schools such as “ PLC programming technology application”, “Industrial network control”, “Motion control 
(servo)” , “Servo drive and control technology”, “ Drive system design and application”, etc. 
Application: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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INTELLIGENT COLLABORATIVE MICRO FACTORY TRAINING SYSTEM 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-IC-01  

 
 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This system takes the flashlight assembly process as an example 
to learn the relevant knowledge of intelligent cooperative robot 
trajectory planning, controller IO application, safety configuration, 
robot programming, etc., so as to grasp the programming features 
and operation modes and other relevant applications of intelligent 
collaborative robots faster and better. 
The hexagonal mounting plate is bent by carbon steel plate, and 
the circumferential mounting hole is machined on the mounting 
plate, which can install different modules in multiple positions. 
Different modules can be added according to different teaching 
requirements to realize flexibility of the teaching training 
equipment. 
Using the training device, the robot automatically assembles the 
flashlight process by programming on the teaching device. The 
assembly process involves robot installation settings, safety 
settings, robot waypoint setting, fixture control, controller IO control, 
robot programming and other related robot knowledge. The final 
assembly produces a finished flashlight. 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. German VDE standard design, implementation, a new paradigm of intelligent human-machine collaboration. 
2. All components use international first-class industrial grade components. (Germany Siemens, Festo, SICK, UR, etc.) 
3. Quick installation, use, and new experience of human-machine collaboration under security. 
4. Support German-standard task-guided teaching training materials and resources, provide a new concept of intelligent 
manufacturing teaching. 
5. Modular structure, 6 independent working sites, can accommodate 6 people for training operation at the same time. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Size: Hexagonal platform size (opposite side) 1100mm 
Overall height: 1500mm 
Power supply: AC220V. 
Power: 500W. 
Around the hexagonal platform, the anti-collision board with the warning sign is attached. The European standard 
aluminum frame structure is adopted, and the height adjustable legs are installed in the lower part of each leg to facilitate 
the leveling of the equipment during the installation process. 
Temperature: -10 ° C ~ 40 ° C, ambient humidity ≤ 90%. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS 
Applicable Courses: “Industrial robot operation and programming”, “Industrial robot assembly and debugging”, 
“Industrial robot control principle and system”, ”Industrial robot automatic unit design and application development”, 
“Industrial robot control and maintenance”, and other courses related to the industrial robot. 
Application: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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RELAY INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION TRAINING SYSTEM BASED ON 
INDUSTRY 4.0 STANDARD 

ORDER NUMBER：RK-SMART-30   

 

PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This training system can realize the example of a small intelligent factory. It uses relay assembly as a carrier to present 
the concept of intelligent manufacturing factory. 
1. The whole system is composed of main control station, three-dimensional warehouse workstation, robot assembly 
workstation, 
compaction workstation, weighing workstation, power-on detection station and transportation system. It is an intelligent 
assembly training system with highly integrated management and control of industrial computer. At the same time, the 
relevant content of Industry 4.0 can be extended, and it can be used simply and effectively in practice. 
2. The training system takes out the parts from the three-dimensional warehouse through the closed-loop transportation 
system and transports them by the single-track cable-free intelligent car. After the robot assembly workstation station, the 
compacting workstation, the weighing workstation, and the power-on detection workstation, the parts are transformed to 
product. In the whole process, different practice units can be added according to the teaching needs, thus achieving 
flexible teaching. 
3. In terms of function carrier, the system is based on typical industrial application technology, adopts modular 
combination form, and takes industrial robot application technology as the core. It integrates variable frequency drive 
technology, human-machine interface technology, industrial network and communication technology, pneumatic control 
technology, motor drag and control technology, sensor application technology, inspection technology, process control 
technology, mechatronics technology and other modern industrial application technologies. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. The design and implementation in according to the German VDE standard will be an industrial-grade intelligent training 
factory of the customer interior. 
2. All components use international first-class industrial grade components. (Germany Siemens, Festo, SICK, etc.) 
3. Intelligent precision monorail system to guide the new trend of intelligent logistics. 
4. Integrate MES system, WeChat applet, and Internet of Things to realize a new experience of intelligent manufacturing. 
5. Support German-standard task-guided teaching training materials and resources, provide a new concept of intelligent 
manufacturing teaching. 
6. Modular structure, 6 working stations, can accommodate 24 people for training operations at the same time. 
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 8000mm*2700mm 
Working power supply: AC380V, three-phase five-wire power supply 
Power consumption: 4KW 
Air source requirements: 0.4-1.0Mpa 
Safety protection level: SIL3, with grounding protection, short circuit protection, safety sensor, safety relay protection 
Working environment: indoor, normal temperature 

 
APPLICATION FIELDS 
It is suitable for mechanical subsystem manufacturing, electrical equipment installation with safety guarantees, 
pneumatic/hydraulic components, robot and machine vision, implementation, debugging, fault diagnosis and maintenance 
of the electromechanical subsystem, communication with the data processing system, virtual simulation design and other 
majors related to mechatronics, automation and intelligent manufacturing. 
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AHK MECHATRONICS EXAM CERTIFICATION SYSTEM 
ORDER NUMBER: RK-AMT-01   

 

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
This system meets the assessment and training requirements of German AHK mechatronics certification. 
The system is designed and developed based on the AHK mechatronics training needs, BIBB standards and PAL exam 
requirements, and meets the comprehensive learning and training requirements in 13 learning fields for the training of 
AHK mechatronics. 
The system is an open system, supporting mechanical component design, mechanical subsystem assembly and 
inspection, electrical and automation solution design, electrical and automation component selection and installation, 
system online debugging and other functions, meet the needs of repeated disassembly and assembly and connection. 
This system requires the use of international first-class industrial brand and industrial devices (Siemens, SICK, Festo, 
Weidmüller, etc.). 

 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Industrial standard, open structure, rich in functions and flexible. 
2. Fully in line with the German AHK Mechatronics Exam Certification requirements. 
3. Supporting German standard task-guided training materials and real questions in previous years, helping the 
electromechanical integration test certification. 
4. Adopt international first-class components in the industrial field to ensure repeated assembly and disassembly training 
requirements and equipment life. 
5. Support a sufficient number of spare parts and consumables to ensure the continuous implementation of the project. 
 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Working power supply: three-phase five-wire system AC380V ± 10%, 50Hz. 
Exam control cabinet dimensions: 600mm × 300mm × 800mm. 
Examination control cabinet material: cabinet steel structure. 
Safety protection measures: It has the functions of grounding protection, short circuit protection, leakage overload and 
overcurrent protection, and has the function of mis-operation protection; the safety conforms to the relevant German VDE 
standard. 
Air pressure range: 0 ~ 1.0Mpa. 
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APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS
Applicable Courses: AHK standard exam equipment. It can satisfy at the same time the practical training and design 
implementation for courses of variety colleges and schools such as “Pneumatic/ hydraulic technology”, “Sensor 
technology”, “PLC programming technology application”, “Industrial network control”, “Frequency converter servo 
application technology”, etc. 

Application: Mechatronics, automation, relevant majors of intelligent manufacturing. 
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‘INDUSTRY 4.0’ STANDARDIZED MOBILE PHONE WIRELESS CHARGER INTELLIGENT 
MANUFACTURING TRAINING SYSTEM 
ORDER NUMBER：RK-SMART-05 

 

 
PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 
The training system adapts flexible production line of mobile phone wireless charger as the carrier, it is designed based on 
Industry 4.0 technical standards; industrial grade, modular design and the matched German textbooks are the three main 
advantages of the system. The system is composed with industrial robotic production and assemble station, inspection 
station, defective products selection station, customized production station, package station, finished product warehouse 
(station) and annular conveyor. 
The system reflects the whole productional process from Order Generation, Orders Acceptance, Customized Production, 
Assemble, Quality Inspection and Package; It is a platform to provide students with comprehensive studying in intelligent 
manufacturing, and offers colleges a platform to support their teaching and R&D. 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
1. Designed based on Industry 4.0 standards, modular structure and industrial grades. 
2. The multi-functional system allows operator to carry out classic tasks, which covers all areas of advanced industrial 

technologies.  
3.  100% components from world famous industrial brands, assures the quality of equipment.  The system meet 

requirement of installation and practical training. 
4.  German standardized textbook for task-oriented practical training.  
5.  Covers technologies in Industrial Robot Technologies, Intelligent Visual Technologies, Radio Frequency Identification 

Technologies, Digital Twin Technologies, PLC Industrial Control Technologies, MES Technologies, Industrial 
networks Communication Technologies etc.  
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 4200*2000*1800(mm) 
Materials: Frame made by EU standardized aluminum alloy; cabinets made by carbon steel with spraying plastics.  
Power/Consumption: AC220V±10%，50Hz / 3Kw 
Working Environment: Indoor at room temperature 
Fixing method: Horizontal placement; movable and fixable bottoms 
Safety Protection Measures: Grounding protection, short-circuit protection; comply with German VDE 0100 safety 
standards. 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS

Applicable Courses: The system would satisfy training requirements of ‘Industrial Robotic Integration Application 

Technology’, ‘Digital and Digital Twin Technology’, ‘Electrical Control and PLC Technology Application’, ‘Modern Industrial 

Control Network’, ‘Application Technology of Industrial Smart Camera’, ‘Intelligent Manufacturing Technology’, ‘Pneumatic 

and Control Technology’, ‘MES Application Technology of Intelligent Manufacturing Information System’ and other 

subjects in colleges. 

Application: Intelligent Manufacturing, Automation, Mechatronics and other related subjects.  
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TRAINING SYSTEM OF AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION LINE 
ORDER NUMBER: RK-CMS-04    

 
 
PRODUCT FEATURES 
The system is composed with supply station of material box, station for selection and turnover of pieces, simulated filling 
station, station for cover and weigh of piece, and tridimensional storehouse (station); Each station has an independent 
control system; between stations, industrial Ethernet is adapted to transmit data’s and execute communication control. 
The whole production process adapts Radio Frequency Identification to track products status and record data’s, as well as 
adjust process to meet customized production. The industrial robot is applied to automatically assemble the products in 
accordance with productional datas. The weighing identification technology is applied to inspect the weight of product, and 
the servo position technology supports system to complete product storage process in tridimensional storehouse 
The system covers major production functions and logistic process, additionally, it allows operator to extend modules 
based on their real needs. For training, the system supports major of mechatronic, which involves Transmission 
Technology, Pneumatic Control Technology, Robot Technologies, Sensor Technology, Frequency Conversion Control, 
Communication Technology, Radio Frequency Identification, PLC Control Technology, Process Control Technology etc.  

 
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 
Dimensions: 4050x1260x1550mm 
Power Input: Single phase AC 220V 50Hz  
Power Output: Single phase AC 220V 50Hz  
Gas Input: Air presser 5-6kgf/cm² 
 
APPLICABLE COURSES/APPLICATIONS FIELDS
Applicable Courses: The system would satisfy training requirements of ‘Industrial Robotic Integration Application 
Technology’, ‘Electrical Control and PLC Technology Application’, ‘Modern Industrial Control Network’, ‘Pneumatic and 
Control Technology’, and other subjects in colleges.  
Application: Intelligent Manufacturing, Automation, Mechatronics and other related subjects.  
 


